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Your Floor. Our Promise.

Flooring solutions for commercial & public buildings
It takes a high degree of time, effort and creativity to complete your refurbishment. It requires attention to detail and an uncompromising requirement for solutions to issues that
your projects demand. In recent years flooring installations can be compromised with
cheap and low quality subfloor products which can affect the durability of the floor covering.
At UZIN we work with clients in partnership. We promise our product systems are of the
highest quality, extremely durable and are safe for the environment. We also promise to
be there for you, offering you the highest level of technical support. The case
studies on the following pages are just a few examples of how we can help
clients with their flooring requirements.
Our expertise includes:
• Free flooring specification service.
• Refurbishing floors without closing down a ward, room or area.
• Expediting projects with short time frames.
• Asbestos encapsulation within the floor.
• Rapid remedial repairs.
•	Ensuring the flooring is compatible with environmental building
certification such as LEED or BREEAM.
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Islington Customer Centre –
Repair and refurbishment of a problematic floor

The challenge
Approximately 900 m2 of old flooring had become contami-

Previous installations had been undertaken by other contrac-

nated and worn from general foot traffic at Islington Customer

tors by applying low strength latex based smoothing com-

Centre. There were also a few cracks in certain areas. A floor

pounds. This resulted in a soft subfloor because the seal and

covering had not been present for several years and instead

paint were applied directly to the latex. UZIN’s premium quality

the old subfloor had been coated with some form of seal and

product systems were used to rectify the problem and provide

paint. Overall, the floor appeared soft and a little unstable. It

a high strength surface.

was also clearly visible that small areas across the floor had
been repaired suggesting previous failures in those areas.
A further concern for the client was that premium luxury vinyl
tiles needed to be installed within open and expansive areas
containing large windows. Consequently, the floor would be
subject to a considerable amount of natural light and potential

The result
The project took place over 4 weekends as planned, without
any complications. The client was exceptionally pleased with
the finish throughout all areas and there hasn’t been any form
of subfloor or product failure since the work was completed.

heat. The floor preparation and installation therefore had to
be perfect. On top of this the footfall in these areas was going
to be high so the installation system needed to be strong even
though it would be applied over a soft subfloor.

The solution
The client and Olivers Contracts, the flooring contractor con-

I am very pleased with the quality and
appearance of the finished flooring.

sulted with UZIN to help resolve the problems with the subfloor
whilst ensuring the subsequent installation of the new floor
covering was adequately protected.

GARETH JENKINS,
PROJECT MANAGER AT ISLINGTON COUNCIL

Leighton Hospital part of Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust – Robust and long lasting floor finish

The challenge

The result

Leighton Hospital, part of Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foun-

The new facility has enabled MCHFT to further improve the

dation Trust (MCHFT), had faced problems and delays when

quality and safety of patient care. The building has replaced

renovating multiple floors in key areas within the hospital.

the existing Theatres, along with the existing Intensive Care

When MCHFT were funded £25.2 million for a new Critical

and High Dependency units, with state-of-the-art services.

Care and Theatre rebuild it was important that the project was

Due to the success of the projects, MCHFT has continued to

completed on time, within budget and without any problems.

work with UZIN for the subfloor and Tarkett for the vinyl floor

The new facility aims to help the Trust with the expected rise

covering on all further flooring refurbishments. In recent years

in demand for Critical Care and Theatre services over the

UZIN systems have been used to install new subfloors in the

coming years, so it was crucial that the new flooring remained

following refurbished areas: the Treatment Centre, Outpatients’

durable for the foreseeable future.

Entrance, Main Entrance, numerous Wards, MRI unit and the

The solution

former Sexual Health Clinic.

After utilising UZIN’s support to help rectify a long standing
issue with a failing floor, MCHFT worked with UZIN and the
flooring contractor iFloor Ltd to specify suitable systems for
the new building as well as many other refurbishment projects.
Each of which had their own requirements and challenges. By
working in partnership with UZIN the Trust were able to install
over 15,000 m2 of flooring without any of the previous problems
it had experienced. The new flooring is very robust and helps
withstand the heavy footfall and traffic load.

The new flooring has helped breathe
new life into the facilities which have
been refurbished. The finish and look
of the flooring materials are first class
and I can testify to their durability.”
 AUL SWINDELLS, SENIOR CAPITAL PROJECT MANAGER,
P
ESTATES & FACILITIES DIVISION AT MID CHESHIRE
HOSPITALS NHS FOUNDATION TRUST.

Silverstone University Technical College –
Rapid installation to meet strict deadline

The challenge

The result

Silverstone University Technical College (UTC) is right in the

Silverstone UTC opened on time in September 2013 and the

heart of one of the world’s most famous motor racing circuits.

new flooring was remarkable, contributing to the vibrant and

As a prestigious new build the architect and client required a

creative environment. The building won the ‘Project of the

first class finish to match the aspirations of the project. There

year for the East Midlands’ in an awards ceremony held by

were also several types of floor coverings which had to be

The Chartered Institute of Building. This stunning multi-mil-

installed within a tight timescale in order for the college to be

lion pound facility is now a centre of excellence for pupils to

opened as planned. Parts of the ground floor also required

study the specialist fields of High Performance Engineering

remedial work which had the potential to cause delays.

and Technical Events Management.

The solution
The college and CD Flooring Installations Limited turned to
UZIN because meeting the strict time scales was essential on
such a prestigious project which involved installing several different types of floor coverings. Having worked with UZIN on a
number of other high profile projects, most notably the Nottingham City Hospital refurbishment, the flooring contractor knew
that the UZIN range provided the ideal solution. The UZIN rapid systems enabled the flooring work to be streamlined.

We’re extremely proud of the
installation and it was great to have
UZIN as part of the team. The products
bestowed us with confidence and
enabled our installers to work to the
tight deadlines set.
SIMON WARD, CONTRACTS DIRECTOR AT
CD FLOORING INSTALLATIONS LIMITED

University Hospital of North Tees –
Quick and sustainable solution

The challenge

The result

Many thousands of people walk and get transported through

The hospital was very pleased with the specification that was

the University Hospital of North Tees every year and approxi-

created for the refurbishment. The floor was exceptionally

mately 1,700 m2 of corridors required renovating in August

well finished resulting in a sound and extremely durable floor

2015. With emergency and planned surgical care, maternity

which stands up to the rigorous demands placed upon it.

services and a wide range of diagnostic services it’s important that these arteries function properly. As the corridors
are frequently used to transport beds and patients between
various departments, the floor needed to be robust enough
to cope with these demands. A quick refurbishment was also
required in order for the hospital to function. The hospital is
also dedicated to delivering excellent standards of care, so
required a sustainable and low emission flooring installation.

The solution
With such a variety of requirements the flooring contractor KPX
Solutions and the client decided to specify a UZIN system to
ensure the installation was completed quickly, with the knowledge that the system would provide an extremely durable surface to cope with the transport of beds and heavy footfall. UZIN
products were used also to keep emissions to a minimum. All

This was a very complicated project
to carry out given the very busy nature
of the corridors, which, even at night,
were never quiet. We’re very pleased
with the project and the finish
which is improving the environment
for patients, visitors and staff.”

products used to install the floor have been awarded an EC 1
plus accolade for being totally solvent-free and meet the requirements for occupational health and safety.

STEVE TAYLOR, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF NORTH TEES

All your flooring needs.
UZIN manufactures a range of products for the installation of

downtime and offer additional security. All products are incor-

floor coverings. As part of Uzin Ltd, the company encompasses

porated into RIBA NBS Plus software to make specifying easier

anything and everything to do with the installation, renovation

should you need to use an architect.

and maintenance of all types of floor coverings, wood flooring,
ceramic tiles and natural stone floors as well as resin floors.

Free specification service.

Flooring is more than just a surface.
A floor not only needs to be functional. The flooring finish often
dictates the look, environment and atmosphere of a room. Cor-

UZIN provides free specifications based on your requirements.

rect subfloor preparation is therefore critical and UZIN systems

We provide the best solution for each project, even in the face

are fail safe when used properly. Most products are also LEED

of exceptional challenges. Depending on the scenario, unique

and BREEAM compliant to ensure sustainable and environ-

systems can be employed to help streamline work, minimise

mental standards are upheld.
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